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Abstract 

In this contribution I present evidence for the use of enallage in twenty-one poetic 
texts from Ugarit. Enallage occurs when a text abruptly switches person, number, 
case, or tense. This study focuses only on cases that involve changes in person. 
After providing said evidence – all of which appears in direct discourse – I divide 
the cases into four types (second to third, third to second, first to third, and third 
to first person). I then examine the distribution of these types in terms of speakers 
and addressees (divine and mortal) and I consider how the device integrates 
personal names and epithets. I then discuss a number of functions that enallage 
possesses in the light of comparative Greek and Arabic texts, whose employment 
of the device has received greater scholarly attention. I conclude with a number 
of observations on how Ugaritic enallage differs in its use and on the importance 
of these finds for the study of the device in biblical Hebrew texts. 

Résumé 

Je présente ici des preuves de l’utilisation de l’énallage dans vingt et un textes 
poétiques d’Ugarit. L’enallage se produit lorsqu’un texte change brusquement de 
personne, de nombre, de cas ou de temps. Cette étude se concentre sur les cas qui 
impliquent des changements dans la personne. Après avoir fourni lesdites preuves 
– qui apparaissent toutes dans le discours direct – je divise les cas en quatre types 
(deuxième à troisième personne, troisième à deuxième, première à troisième, et 
troisième à première). J’examine ensuite la distribution de ces types en termes de 
locuteurs et de destinataires (divins et mortels) et je considère comment le 
dispositif intègre les noms et épithètes personnels. Je discute ensuite d’un certain 
nombre de fonctions que possède l’énallage à la lumière des textes comparatifs 
grecs et arabes, dont l’emploi du dispositif a reçu une plus grande attention 
scientifique. Je conclus par un certain nombre d’observations sur la façon dont 
l’énallage ougaritique diffère dans son utilisation et sur l’importance de ces 
découvertes pour l’étude de l’appareil dans les textes bibliques hébreux.

Zusammenfassung 

In diesem Beitrag präsentiere ich Belege für den Gebrauch von Enallage in 
einundzwanzig poetischen Texten aus Ugarit. Enallage tritt auf, wenn ein Text 
abrupt Person, Zahl, Fall oder Zeitform wechselt. Diese Studie konzentriert sich nur 
auf die Fälle, in denen die Person gewechselt wird. Nach diesen Belegen – die alle 
im direkten Diskurs vorkommen – unterteile ich die Fälle in vier Typen (zweite zu 
dritte, dritte zu zweite, erste zu dritte, und dritte zu erste Person). Anschließend 
untersuche ich die Verteilung dieser Typen in Bezug auf Sprecher und Adressaten 
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(göttlich und sterblich), und ich betrachte, wie das Gerät Personennamen und 
Epitheta integriert. Anschließend erörtere ich eine Reihe von Funktionen, die die 
Enallage im Lichte vergleichbarer griechischer und arabischer Texte besitzt, deren 
Verwendung dieses Mittels in der Wissenschaft größere Aufmerksamkeit erfahren 
hat. Ich schließe mit einer Reihe von Beobachtungen darüber, wie sich die ugari-
tische Enallage in ihrem Gebrauch unterscheidet, und über die Bedeutung dieser 
Funde für die Untersuchung des Instruments in biblisch-hebräischen Texten. 
 
Keywords: addressee, apostrophe, Arabic, Bible, distance, enallage, epithet, 
Greek, Hebrew, illocutionary, intimacy, performative, person, reference switch-
ing, Ugaritic 
 
In this study I should like to call attention to the presence of enallage in the 
Ugaritic poetic epics (Kirtu, Aqhat, and Baal). The term “enallage”, which derives 
from the Greek ἐναλλαγή “interchange, alternation, variation”, occurs when a text 
abruptly changes person, number, case, or tense1. My concern here is only with 
those cases that involve changes in person2. Typically enallage switches referents 
from second to third person, third to second person, first to third person, or more 
rarely third to first person3. The device is familiar to students of biblical Hebrew, 
but it also appears in Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite, Aramaic, Syriac, Greek and 

 
1 MONTANARI 2015: 683, s.v. ἐναλλαγή. 
2 Enallage has received attention from classicists, but these studies often apply the term 
more strictly to the use of an adjective to modify a noun other than the one it should 
describe, a trope sometimes also called “hypallage” or “transferred epithet”. Represen-
tative studies include BERS 1974; HOEKSTRA  1976; CONTE 2007: 58–122. Scholars of 
Near Eastern literature who have cited cases of enallage usually do not have in mind the 
devices discussed by classicists, but rather primarily cases that involve a switch in persons. 
Moreover, confusion in terminology also arises from the fact that some scholars working 
with Arabic texts use the term “apostrophe” for what most others call “enallage”. See, e.g. 
DURAKOVIĆ 2007; AL-QURAN – AL-AZZAM 2009; AL-BADANI 2014. The ancient Arabic 
grammarians refer to enallage as ʾiltifāt meaning “redirection”. See HAMMOND 2018, 
online reference, s.v. ʾiltifāt. Strictly speaking, apostrophe describes the act of addressing 
a personified object or a person present or not present in the literary work. The skull of 
Yorick the jester in William Shakespeare’s Hamlet (Act V, Scene I) is a famous example. 
While contemporary scholarship has focused on figures not present, Quintilian (Institutio 
Oratoria IX.2.38–39) already understood the addressee as present. See D’ESPÈREY 2006. 
For apostrophe in Ugaritic texts, as commonly defined, see already WATSON 1984. 
3 This is the case at least in biblical Hebrew. According to KAUTZSCH 1910: 462, §144, 
enallage also can occur after a vocative or after הֹוי. He lists the following texts, though the 
roster is not meant to be exhaustive: Gen 26:7; 49:4; Lev 2:8; Deut 32:15; 32:17; 2 Kgs 
9:31; Isa 1:29; 5:8; 22:16; 29:15; 31:6; 42:20; 47:8; 48:1; 52:14; 54:1; 54:11; 61:7; Jer 
22:13; 22:16; 29:19; 49:4; 49:16; Amos 5:6; Mic 1:2 (=1 Kgs 22:28); Mal 2:15; 3:9; Ps 
22:9; Job 13:28; 16:7; Lam 3:1. No cases of third to first person enallage appear in his list, 
but see below. It also is stated that the switch from second to third person constitutes a 
move from an address to a statement. This is not the case in the Ugaritic epics. 
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Arabic texts4. Nevertheless and rather surprisingly, the device has yet to receive a 
comprehensive treatment in any of the Near Eastern literary corpora. This is all 
the more startling for biblical Hebrew, since enallage has been known in the Bible 
and discussed since at least the Middle Ages5. Consequently, it is fair to say that 
we do not fully comprehend its function. Complicating this state of affairs is that 
enallage is not restricted in Near Eastern literature to a single genre, but appears 
in texts of many types, both poetry and prose and in prayers, love poetry, laws, 
letters, incantations, and prophecies. 

Since a lack of comprehensive study limits our understanding of the function 
of enallage we should gather examples wherever they occur. This is especially the 
case for Ugaritic, since, to my knowledge, no study of enallage in Ugaritic 
literature has ever appeared; and yet, these texts are ideal in many ways for such 
an investigation, because the corpus is small enough to provide us with a 
controlled case study6. With this in mind, below I first illustrate how enallage 
works with five diverse biblical examples, before turning to the Ugaritic evidence. 
Afterwards, I shall offer a few observations on the device’s possible functions. I 
begin, most famously, with Psalm 23. 

 ֶאְחָסר׃לֹאֹרִעי ְיהָוה ָדִודL°ִמְזמֹור
 ְיַנֲהֵלִני׃ְמנֻחֹותַעל־ֵמי ַיְרִּביֵצִני ֶּדֶׁשאִּבְנאֹות
 ְׁשמֹו׃ַמַעןL° ְבַמְעְּגֵלי־ֶצֶדקַיְנֵחִני ְיׁשֹוֵבבַנְפִׁשי 

 ְיַנֲחֻמִני׃ֵהָּמה ּוִמְׁשַעְנֶּת|ִׁשְבְט|ִעָּמִדי ִּכי־ַאָּתה ָרעלֹא־ִאיָראָמֶותL°צַ ְּבֵגיאִּכי־ֵאֵל@ַּגם
ְנּתָ ֹצְרָרי ֶנֶגדָחן  ׁשֻ ָפַני L°ַּתֲעֹר@  ְרָוָיה׃ּכֹוִסי רֹאִׁשי ֶמןּׁשֶ בַ ַבׁשֶמןִּדׁשַּ

 ָיִמים׃ ֹאֶר@L°ְּבֵבית־ְיהָוה ְוַׁשְבִּתי ַחָּיי ָּכל־ְיֵמי ִיְרְּדפּוִני ָוֶחֶסדטֹובַא@
 

1. A psalm of David. Yahweh is my shepherd. I do not lack. 
2. He makes me lie down in green pastures. He leads me to water in 

 places of repose. 
3. He renews my life. He guides me in right paths for his name’s sake.  

 
4 For biblical Hebrew, see STAERK 1894; STEUERNAGEL 1894; 1896; 1898; 1912; 
MITCHELL 1899; EISSFELT 1934: § 22, 32; LEVIAS 1934; LORETZ 1964: 213–14; DE 

TILLESSE 1962; BEGG 1980; BOKOVOY 2000; ARNOLD 2017a; 2017b: 32. Concerning 
enallage in Sumerian, see KRAMER 1962: 132; SEFATI 1998: 136–37. For Akkadian, see 
PARPOLA 1983: 107 n. 24; and the comment of CAPLICE 1965: 120: “Alternation from 
second to third person is a widely attested stylistic device, both in the namburbis and 
elsewhere in Akkadian and other Near Eastern literature”. For enallage in Hittite literature, 
see FRANTZ-SZABÓ 1995: 2010, where the author observes its frequent use in the Aphasia 
of Murshili II. On enallage in Graeco-Roman texts, see BERS 1974; HOEKSTRA 1976; 
CONTE 2007. For Syriac, see ARAYATHINAL 2006: 362–72. On the device in Arabic texts, 
with a focus primarily on the Qurʾān, see HATIM – MASON 1997: 114; DURAKOVIĆ 2007; 
AL-QURAN – AL-AZZAM 2009. 
5 For a useful discussion of the device with attention to mediaeval commentators, see 
BRETTLER 2018. 
6 To my knowledge, only KIM 2011: 130–31, 201, has suggested the presence of enallage 
in Ugaritic texts. I cite his observations below. However, he was anticipated already by 
WATSON 2000, who examined a number of cases, though he did not use the term. I cite his 
seminal study throughout as well. 
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4. Though I walk through a valley of deepest darkness, I fear no evil, 

 for you are with me. Your rod and your staff, they comfort me.  
5. You spread a table for me before my enemies. You anoint my head 

 with oil. My cup is abundant. 
6. Only goodness and kindness shall pursue me all the days of my life, 

 and I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh for many years. 
 

Note how verses 1-3 and the final verse address Yahweh in the third person, but 
lines 4 and 5 employ the second person. 

In Song 1:2, we find the lover moving rapidly from third to second person: 
 

 ׃ ִמָּיִיןֹּדֶדי| ִּכי־טֹוִבםִּפיהּוִמְּנִׁשיקֹותִיָּׁשֵקִני 
 

Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, for your love is greater 
 than wine7. 

 
Lam 3:1 demonstrates enallage by transitioning from first to third person. 
 

 ֶעְבָרתֹו ְּבֵׁשֶבטֳעִני ָרָאה ַהֶּגֶברֲאִני 
 
I am the man who (lit. he) has seen suffering under the rod of his fury. 

 
See similarly the words of Joseph’s brothers who insist on their innocence when 
Joseph accuses them of being spies (Gen 42:10–11). 
 

 ׃ְׁשָּבר־ֹאֶכלIל ָּבאּוַוֲעָבֶדי|ֲאֹדִני לֹאֵאָליוַוּיֹאְמרּו
 ׃יםIל ְמַרּגְ ֲעָבֶדי|לֹא־ָהיּוֲאַנְחנּוֵּכִניםָנְחנּוִאיׁש־ֶאָחדְּבֵני ֻּכָּלנּו

 
But they said to him, “No, my lord! Your servants have come to  
 procure food! 
All of us are sons of the same man. We are being honest! Your  
 servants have never been spies”! 

 
This example, which occurs in direct discourse and in prose, moves from third to 
first person and then back again to third person8. 

My final example is of the second-to-third person type. It also occurs in prose, 
but not in direct discourse (Lev 2:8). 

 
7 Noted by POPE 1977: 297. 
8 I thank my graduate student Corinna Nichols for this example, not listed in KAUTZSCH 
1910: 462, §144. 
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 ׃ֶאל־ַהִּמְזֵּבחַ ְוִהִּגיָׁשּה ֶאל־ַהֹּכֵהןְוִהְקִריָבּה ַליהָו֑ה ֵמֵאֶּלה ֵיָעֶׂשה ֲאֶׁשרֶאת־ַהִּמְנָחה ְוֵהֵבאתָ 
 
When you present a meal offering to Yahweh that is made in any of these 
(ways), he will bring it to the priest who will take it up to the altar9. 

 
In what follows, I provide evidence for enallage from the Ugaritic Epic of Kirtu, 
Epic of Aqhat, and Epic of Baal10. 

I. Enallage in the Epic of Kirtu 

My first example, studied first by Wilfred Watson and more recently Koowon 
Kim, appears in the words of El to Kirtu, the king of Khubur. Here the god moves 
quickly from second to third person when he asks what distresses him, but after 
Kirtu clarifies that he desires children rather than wealth, servants, and chariots, 
El shifts back to the second person vocative11. 
 
   mat12 / krt . kybky / 
  ydmʿ . nʿmn . ǵlm / il . 

  mlk . kabh / yarš . 

  hm . drk[t] / kab . adm 

 
  “What ails you O Kirtu, that he cries? 
  That he weeps, the Pleasant, Lad of El”? 

  Is it kingship, like his father, he wants? 
  Or dominion like the Father of Man”? 

     CAT 1.14 i 38–43 
 

9 According to MILGROM 1991: 185: “...the switch from second person (vv 4–7) to third 
person is unexplained”. 
10 Reference switching between second and third person also occurs in some Ugaritic 
letters (CAT 2.4; 2.11; 2.12; 2.13; 2.16; 2.30; 2.33+; and 2.34). See GORDON 1965: §13.86; 
WAGNER 1999. These letters and sources are cited by WATSON 2000: 77. It is important to 
note that the letters are not poetry and that they possess conventions of decorum and 
deference that govern their diction. See PARDEE – WHITING 1987. Thus shifts in person 
can inform greeting formulae or can have a volitive sense in the letter’s body. While a 
comparison with enallage in epistolary contexts might prove illuminating, especially as it 
concerns issues of distance and intimacy, it is beyond the scope of this study. 
11 Throughout I adopt (with some changes) the translations found in PARKER 1997. 
12 CAT opts to emend mat to m<h>t, which WATSON 2000: 79 n. 20, states as “unneces-
sary”. The issues are thoroughly discussed by KIM 2011: 200–201, who (like Watson) 
treats the form mat as a crasis of the interrogative mh, my, or m “what” and at “you”. For 
an analogue, he points to mhy “what she” in CAT 2.14.9 (200 n. 133) and observes that, 
as such, El’s query anticipates Kirtu’s interrogative response in CAT 1.14 i 51: lm ank 
“what is it to me”? (201). LAM 2019, suggests we read the form as an interrogative attached 
to the verb ʾtw “come”. However, we now may lay to rest alternative proposals in the light 
of enallage, which is common enough in the Ugaritic texts to see it as operative here. 
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  d[y]k . bbk . krt / 
  bdmʿ . nʿmn . ǵlm / il . 
 
  “Enough of crying, O Kirtu, 
   Of weeping, the Pleasant, Lad of El”! 
    CAT 1.14 ii 7–9 
 
Though Kirtu’s request separates the two addresses, the enallage is clear13. 

The switch appears again in Kirtu’s dream in El’s instructions: 
 
  šrd14 . bʿl / bdbḥk . 
  bn . dgn / bmṣdk . 
  wyrd / krt . lggt 
  ʿdb / akl . lqryt / 
 
  “Adore Baal with your sacrifice, 
  Dagan’s son with your offering. 
  Then let Kirtu descend from the rooftops. 
  Ready rations for the city”. 
     CAT 1.14 ii 25–28 
 
This passage appears after a long series of commands that involve ritual prepara-
tions for a sacrifice: washing, entering a pavilion, taking a lamb and pigeon, 
pouring wine, ascending the city wall and raising the hands towards the heavens. 
El concludes his address in the second person, but immediately afterwards moves 
to the third person imperfect with the king’s name15. 

Soon afterwards and still in the dream, El instructs Kirtu what to say to King 
Pabuli when laying siege to Udum. He commands him not to harass the city or 
the king, but instead to request the following: 
 
  pd . in . bbty . ttn 
  tn . ly . mṯt . ḥry / 
  nʿmt . špḥ . bkrk / 
   
 ̀ “What is not in my house you must give me: 
  You must give me Lady Huraya 
  The Fair One, your firstborn child”! 
     CAT 1.14 iii 38–40 

 
13 Seven lines are missing from column ii, which likely contained El’s suggestion that Kirtu 
ask for wealth, servants, and chariots. See the reconstruction of WYATT 2002: 184. 
14 The form šrd also can mean “cause to descend.” See NOEGEL 2014, on the erudite use 
of polysemy here and in other passages in the dream. On the role of such devices in dream 
narratives generally, see NOEGEL 2007. 
15 WATSON 2000: 80. 
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Following a description of Huraya’s beauty, Kirtu summarises his desire for her 
while referring to himself in the third person. 
 
  wld . špḥ . lkrt / 
  wǵlm . lʿbd . il / 
   
  “Who will bear progeny for Kirtu, 
  A lad for the Servant of El”. 
    CAT 1.14 iii 48–49 
 
When Kirtu’s dream is fulfilled (CAT 1.14 vi 22–25, 33–35), the same enallage 
occurs again, this time in Kirtu’s speech to Pabuli. The verbatim repetition 
illustrates that Kirtu obeyed El’s command in his dream16. 

Later in the epic, Kirtu falls ill and when his second-born son Ilḥu learns of his 
sickness, he cries: 
 
  bḥyk . abn . n!šmḫ / 
  blmtk . ngln . 
  kklb / bbtk . nʿtq . 
  kinr / ap! . ḫštk 
  ap . ab . kmtm / tmtn . 
  uḫštk . lntn / ʿtq . 
  bd . aṯt ab . ṣrry / 
 
  “In your living, O father, we are happy! 
  In your not-dying we rejoice! 
  Like a dog having passed into your tomb17; 
  Like a cur, even into your grave. 
  How can you, O father, die like a mortal? 
  Or your grave, will it pass into dirges, 
  To a woman’s song, O eminent father”? 
     CAT 1.16 i 14–1918 
 
Here Ilḥu’s lament uses second person pronouns and vocatives. However, imme-
diately afterwards, he continues his address, but in the third person. 

 
16 WYATT 2002: 198 n. 104; 204 n. 128, proposes that we emend wld to ktld, but the form 
occurs again in the repeated pericope and so I am inclined to retain the form, despite its 
difficulty. Might it be an infinitive? 
17 DE MOOR 1987: 215 and HOOPEN 2019: 361, are among the few to read nʿtq as a first 
person plural imperfect form. I read it, with others, as an N-stem perfect. DULAT 192, s.v. 
ʿtq, translates the line: “like a dog (that) has become old in your house”. 
18 This is repeated later by Kirtu’s daughter Thitmanit also with second person forms (CAT 
1.16 ii 36–44). 
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  ikm . yrgm . bn il / krt . 
  špḥ . lṭpn / wqdš . 
  uilm tmtn / 
  špḥ . lṭpn . lyḥ / 
 
  “How can it be said that Kirtu is the Son of El? 
  Progeny of the Gentle and Holy One? 
  Gods, after all, do they die? 
  The Gentle One’s Progeny, will it not live”? 
      CAT 1.16 i 20–23 
 
Soon afterwards, Kirtu’s daughter Thitmanit repeats Ilḥu’s words and the enallage 
they contain, but with some variation (CAT 1.16 ii 36–44)19. However, before 
entering her father’s presence, Thitmanit continues her speech with a mixture of 
second and third person forms. 
 
  tbkyk / ab . ǵr . bʿl . 
  ṣ[p]n . ḥlm / qdš . 
  nny . ḥ[l]m . adr / 
  ḥl . rḥb . mk[npt] / 
  ap . krt bn[m . il] / 
  špḥ . lṭpn [. wqdš] / 
 
  “Baal’s mountain will weep for you, father. 
  Mount Sa[ph]on, the holy mountain. 
  Mount Nani, the mighty do[ma]in, 
  A domain stretched as wide as a wing[span]. 
  But Kirtu is a son [of El], 
  Progeny of the Gentle [and Holy One]”! 
     CAT 1.16 ii 44–49 
 
In search of a cure for the sickly Kirtu, El asks the other gods in the assembly the 
following question seven times: 
 
  [my .] bilm / ydy . mrṣ 
  gršm . zbln / 

 
19 Ilḥu used the expression lntn ʿtq “to pass into dirges”, whereas Thitmanit changes it to 
lbky ʿtq “to pass into weeping”. She also leaves out the question ikm . yrgm . bn il / krt 
“How can it be said that Kirtu is the Son of El”? and she changes ap . krt bn[m . il] / špḥ . 
lṭpn [. wqdš] “But Kirtu is the son [of El], the progeny of the Gentle [and Holy One]” to 
špḥ . [l]ṭpn . lḥy “The Progeny of the Gentle One, will he not live”? The study of repetition 
and subtle variation, or what elsewhere I have dubbed “polyprosopon”, requires scholarly 
attention in Ugaritic literature. For a partial foray into the topic, see NATAN-YULZARY 
2017. On this device in the Hebrew Bible, see GOLDINGAY 1978; SHAMIR 2005; NOEGEL 
– RENDSBURG 2009: 107–27 (on polyprosopon); RENDSBURG 2013; 2015. 
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  “Who of the gods can remove illness? 
  Who can dispel a disease”? 
          CAT 1.16 v 10–22, here 20–21 
 
Each time he does so in the third person. When none of the gods responds, he 
switches to the second person. 
 
  ṯb . bny . lmṯbtkm / 
  lkḥṯ . zblk[m] .20 
 
  “Stay seated, my sons, on your seats, 
  On your princely thrones”! 
     CAT 1.16 v 24–25 

II. Enallage in the Epic of Aqhat 

Turning to the Epic of Aqhat we again find enallage. The device first occurs in 
Baal’s compassionate entreaty to El on behalf of Danel, in which he appears, as 
Baruch Margalit remarks, “in the rôle of intermediary conveying the prayers of 
the devotee to their proper destination”21. As observed by Kim, Baal moves 
rapidly from second to third person22. 

 
  abyn at / dnil . mt . rpi .  
  anḫ . ǵzr / mt . hrnmy . 
  din . bn . lh / km . aḫh 
  w . šrš . km . aryh / 
  bl . iṯ . bn . lh . k!m . aḫh . 
  wšrš / km . aryh .  

 
  The lamenting one, you are, O Danel, man of Rapiu! 
  The moan of the hero, man of the Harnemite! 
  To him there is no son like his siblings, 
  No offspring like that of his fellows. 
  Will he have no son like his siblings, 
  No offspring like that of his fellows”? 
      CAT 1.17 i 16–21 
 

We next encounter the device in Anat’s violent threat to El. Following a frag-
mentary section of ten lines, Anat refers to herself in the first person, but 
immediately afterwards in the third person: 

 
20 Note the clever paronomasia between zbl “disease” and zbl “princely”. 
21 MARGALIT 1989: 266. 
22 KIM 2011: 128–31, discusses the various interpretive proposals and emendations. Cf. 
PARDEE 2011: 911 n. 19, who notes that the reading abyn at “is problematic because of 
the 3rd person forms in the following verse”. There is no problem with the text if we 
understand it as employing enallage. 
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  ašhlk [šbtk dmm] / 
  [šbt dq]nk . mmʿm . 
  w[     ] / aqht . wyplṭk . 
  bn [dnil] / wyʿḏrk . 
  byd . btlt . [ʿnt] / 
 
  “I will make [your head] run [with blood], 
  Your old gre[y bea]rd with gore. 
  Then [cry to(?)] Aqhat to rescue you, 
  To Danel’s son to save you 
  From the hand of the Maiden [Anat]”. 
     CAT 1.18 i 11–14  
 
Later in the tale, Anat addresses the Sutean warrior Yaṭpan in the third person23. 
 
  yṯb . yṭp24. 
 
  “Let Yaṭpan turn [   ]” 
         CAT 1.18 iv 7 
 
Since Yaṭpan replies to her (CAT 1.18 iv 11–15), it is clear that she was ad-
dressing him directly. This is borne out soon afterwards, when Anat again 
responds to Yaṭpan, but in the second person: 
 
  ṯb . yṭp25 . w[ ]/lk 
  aštk . km . nšr . bḥb[šy] / 
  km . diy . btʿrty . 
 
  bn . nšrm .arḫp . an[k 
  ʿ]l / aqht . ʿdbk 
 
  “Turn here, O Yaṭpan and [I will teach (?)] you, 
  I will put you like a raptor in my be[lt], 
  Like a falcon into my sheath... 
 
  Among the birds I will circle, 
  Over Aqhat I will aim you”. 
   CAT 1.18 iv 16–18, 21–22 

 
23 See WATSON 2000: 81.  On the god’s epithet, see RAHMOUNI 2007: 224–25. We sorely 
lack a corresponding study of human epithets in the Ugaritic texts. 
24 The text lacks the final n here. 
25 Here again the text lacks the final n after the name. 
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After hearing of his son’s murder, Danel performs a ritual that involves embracing 
and kissing stalks in a thicket. As Watson observes, his invocation starts in the 
third person, but moves immediately to the second person26. 
 
  aḥl . an . bṣ[ql] /  
  ynpʿ . bpalt . bṣql .  
  ypʿ . byǵlm / ur . 
  tispk . yd . aqht / ǵzr . 
  tštk . bqrbm . asm / 
 
  Let me console the sta[lks], 
  Let the stalks shoot up in the brush, 
  The wild plants sprout in the thicket, 
  The hand of Aqhat the Hero collect you, 
  Place you inside the storehouse”. 
     CAT 1.19 ii 15–18 
 
The ritual repeats again, along with the enallage, in CAT 1.19 ii 22–25. 

After Danel completes his period of mourning for his son Aqhat, his daughter 
Paghit seeks to avenge her brother’s death. She addresses Danel directly, but in 
the third person. 
 
  qrym . ab . dbḥ .lilm / 
  šʿly . dǵṯ[h(?)] . bšmym / 
  dǵṯ . hrnmy .[ bk]bkbm / 
 
  “(My) father has presented an offering for the gods, 
  Into the heavens he sent incense, 
  [To the] stars the Harnemite’s incense”27. 
      CAT 1.19 iv 29–31 
 
Paghit then calls upon her father to bless her, but now employs second person 
forms. 
 
  ltbrkn . alk . brktm(?) / 
  tmrn . alk . nmrtt / 
  imḫṣ . mḫṣ . aḫy . 
  akl [m]/kl[y ʿ]l . umty . 

 
26 WATSON 2000: 81. The lack of an introductory formula to Paghit’s speech expresses 
additional emotion. See WATSON 1990: 417. 
27 WYATT 2002: 309 n. 262, notes: “Text dǵṯh. ‘His’ cannot be right when Pughat is 
speaking directly to Danel, since she is not addressing him in the third person”. However, 
if we see the line as containing enallage, we may retain the form. 
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  “Verily you will bless me; I will go blessed! 
  You will empower me; I will go empowered! 
  I would slay the slayer of my sibling, 
  Finish the [fin]isher of my brother”! 
     CAT 1.19 iv 32–35  

III. Enallage in the Epic of Baal 

When the god Baal first requests that a temple be built for him, he refers to himself 
in the third person28. 
 
  [wn . in .] bt [.] l[bʿl . km . ilm] 
  [wḥẓr] / kbn [aṯrt .] 
  [mṯb . il . mẓll] / bnh . 
 
  “[For Baal has no] house [like the gods], 
  [No court] like the sons of [Athirat]. 
  [The dwelling of El is the shelter of] his sons”. 
      CAT 1.3 iv 48–49  
 
His petition is rather passive-aggressive since it nowhere contains any relevant 
second person or imperative verbs such as ttn/tn “give” or tbny/bny “build”. 
Instead the request is implied. Though this passage does not constitute enallage, 
per se, as it contains no shift in person, these exact words repeat again when his 
messengers deliver them to the artisan god Kothar (CAT 1.4 i 4–6)29. Here Baal 
follows his request with another message, now in the first person. His second 
request is also more direct since it contains the imperative causative form šskn 
“produce”30. 
 
  ap . mṯn . rgmm / argmk . 
  šskn mʿ / mgn . rbt . aṯrtym / 
  mǵẓ . qnyt . ilm 

 
28 The beginning of the text is broken making the speaker unclear, but parallels later (i.e. 
CAT 1.3 v 38–39) reveal that Baal is being introduced: any . lyṣḥ . ṯr . il . abh . il . mlk . 
dyknnh “In lament he cries to Bull El, his Father, to El, the king who created him” (CAT 
1.3 v 35–39 [here 35–36]). Note the view of SMITH – PITARD 2009: 304–305: “There can 
be little doubt that Baal is the speaker here, since Anat specifically responds to the speech 
in line 53 (wtʿn [btlt ʿnt])”. 
29 His words also repeat earlier in his message to Kothar by way of his messengers (CAT 
1.3 v 38–41), but the remaining portion of that column is missing roughly twenty-two lines 
and so we cannot know if the enallage first appeared there.  
30 The plea appears again in CAT 1.4 iv 47–51, but in that passage there is no second 
request and its placement within the discussion between El and Athirat leaves it unclear as 
to whether Baal is speaking or Athirat is repeating his words. 
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  “On a second subject I would speak with you: 
  Produce, please, a gift for Lady Athirat of the Sea 
  A present for the Creatress of the Gods”. 
      CAT 1.4 i 19–22 
 
Moving forward in the epic we hear Athirat referring to herself in the third person 
when addressing Baal and Anat. 
 
  ik . tmgnn . rbt / aṯrt . ym . 
  tǵẓy / qnyt . ilm . 
 
  “Why do you entreat Lady Athirat of the Sea? 
  Why do you beseech the Creatress of the Gods”? 
         CAT 1.4 iii 28–30 
They promptly respond to her in kind. 
 
  nmgn /[ ]m . rbt . atrt . ym / 
  nǵẓyn . qnyt . ilm / 
 
  “Let us entreat Lady Athirat of the Sea, 
  Let us beseech the Creatress of the Gods”. 
            CAT 1.4 iii 33–36 
 
El then addresses his wife similarly with third person forms, but shifts immedia-
tely to the second person and a series of imperatives31. 
 
  ik mǵyt . rbt . aṯr[t . y]m / 
  ik . atwt . qnyt . il[m] 
  rǵb . rǵbt . wtǵt [ ] / 
  hm . ǵmu . ǵmit . wʿs [ ] 
  lḥm . hm . štym 
  lḥ[m] / bṯlḥnt . lḥm 
  št / bkrpnm . yn . 
  bk<s> . ḫrṣ / dm ʿṣm . 
 
  “Why has Lady Athir[at] of the Sea come? 
  Why has the Creatress of the G[ods] come? 
  Are you very hungry, having travel[ed], 
  Or are you very thirsty, having jour[neyed]? 
  Eat or drink: 
  E[at] food from the tables, 
  Drink wine from the goblets, 
  From a golden cup, the blood of trees”. 
     CAT 1.4 iv 31–38 

 
31 As observed by WATSON 2002: 77–78. 
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Afterwards, El then refers to himself in the third person. 
 
  hm . yd . ilmlk / yḫssk . 
  ahbt . ṯr. tʿrrk 
 
  “Or does the ‘hand’ of El the King excite you, 
  The love of the Bull arouse you”? 
      CAT 1.4 iv 38–39 
 
Nevertheless, after Athirat responds, his rhetorical questions use first person 
forms. He also shifts his address to her from second to third person. 
 
  pʿbd . an . ʿnn . aṯrt / 
  pʿbd . ank . aḫd . ulṯ / 
  hm . amt . aṯrt . tlbn / lbnt 
 
  “So am I a slave, Athirat a slave girl? 
  Am I a slave who handles tools, 
  Or Athirat a servant who molds bricks”? 
      CAT 1.4 iv 59–62 
 
When Baal sends messengers to the god Mot to proclaim his kingship, Mot takes 
it as a personal affront and quickly dispatches a threat, which shifts rapidly from 
first to third person32. 
 
  krs / ipdk . ank . / 
  ispi . uṭm / ḏrqm . amtm . 
  lyrt / bnpš . bn ilm . mt . 
  bmh / mrt . ydd . il . ǵzr 
 
  “I, even I, will tear you to pieces, 
  I will eat flanks, innards, forearms. 
  Surely you will descend into Divine Mot’s throat, 
  Into the gullet of El’s Beloved, the Hero”. 
       CAT 1.5 i 4–8 
 
Mot’s messengers repeat the same case of enallage to Baal verbatim in CAT 1.5 i 
31–3533, thus demonstrating their faithful obedience. Following a broken section 
in the tablet, Mot’s third person references to himself continue. 

 
32 On the difficulties of this passage, see EMERTON 1972; CLIFFORD 1987. 
33 The parallel passage to CAT 1.5 i 4–8 probably existed in the missing thirty lines that 
follow, i.e. CAT 1.5 i 31–35. 
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  yʿrb / [b]ʿl . bkbdh . 
  bph . yrd / kḥrr . zt . 
  ybl . arṣ . wpr / ʿṣm . 
 
  “[Ba]al will enter his innards, 
  Into his mouth he will descend like a dried olive, 
  Produce of the earth and fruit of the trees”. 
      CAT 1.5 ii 3–6 
 
In an alternative tablet that is perhaps a part of the Baal cycle, the goddess Anat 
addresses Baal first in the second person vocative and then in the third person34. 
 
  bšrt . il . bš[r b]ʿl / 
  wbšr . ḥtk . [dgn] / 
  k . ibr . lbʿl [. yl]d / 
  wrum . lrkb [.] ʿrpt / 
 
  “Great news! Welco[me it, O Baal.] 
  Welcome it, O Offspring of [Dagan]. 
  For a bull is [bor]n to Baal, 
  A wild ox to the Rider of the Clouds”! 
     CAT 1.10 iii 33–36 
 
In each line, Anat employs only his personal name and epithets. 

IV. Observations on Enallage in the Ugaritic Epics 

The twenty-one cases of enallage in the Ugaritic epics all appear in direct 
discourse35. In terms of the figures who employ the device there appear to be no 
restrictions. We find it in the speeches of mortals (kings and heroes) and deities 
(male and female), with either serving as addresser or addressee, though the 

 
34 See WATSON 2002: 78–79. The third person reference is made clear by the verbal form 
yld with indirect objects lbʿl and lrkb ʿrpt. 
35 WATSON 2002: 79, offers another example of a switch from third to second person and 
back to third person again in CAT 1.13. However, the text is fragmentary and its context 
is unclear. Watson (78) also includes Baal’s command to Kothar to build him a temple 
(CAT 1.4 v 49–55, used also by El to Kothar in CAT 1.2 iii 6–11), but the forms that he 
reads as third person plural imperfects also can be understood as second person singular 
verbs with energic endings. Consequently I have left these texts out of this study. If we 
were to include them, we would have twenty-five cases of enallage in the Ugaritic epics. 
In this case, in the light of the functions proposed below, I submit that the abrupt switch in 
Baal’s words to Kothar enhances the suddenness of the command. Note that the passage 
repeats the adverb ḥš “quickly” four times in rapid succession and see the comment of 
SMITH – PITARD 2009: 578, who also read the verbs in question as second person imperfect 
forms: “...here the repetition conveys an urgency on Baal’s part”.  
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majority of both categories belong to gods – likely a reflection of the largely 
mythological nature of the texts. The deities include: as addresser (El [8x], Anat 
[3x], Baal [2x], Mot [2x]) and as addressee (El [2x], Baal [3x], Athirat [3x], 
Kothar [1x], Yaṭpan [1x], divine assembly [1x]). Mortals include: as addresser 
(Danel [2x], Kirtu [1x], Ilḥu [1x], Paghit [1x], Thitmanit [1x]) and as addressee 
(Kirtu [6x], Danel [1x], Pabuli [1x], stalks [2x]). The distribution reveals that the 
chief god El is the figure whose speech employs enallage most often, then Anat, 
Baal, and Mot. El serves with Athirat and Baal as the most frequent divine 
addressees. With regard to mortals, only Danel, Kirtu, and their children employ 
enallage, whereas it is Kirtu who most often serves as an addressee. The ritual 
stalks also twice appear as addressees. 

The four types of enallage in Ugaritic texts (including repeated cases) are 
attested as follows: second to third person (7x), third to second person (7x), first 
to third person (5x) and third to first person (2x)36. 
 

Second to Third Person 

El to Kirtu (CAT 1.14 i 38–43) 

El to Kirtu (CAT 1.14 ii 25–28) 

 El to Athirat (CAT 1.4 iv 38–39; 1.4 iv 59–62) 

Ilḥu to Kirtu (CAT 1.16 i 14–19; 1.16 i 20–23) 

Thitmanit to Kirtu (CAT 1.16 ii 36–44; 1.16 ii 44–49) 

Baal to El (CAT 1.17 i 16–21) 

Anat to Baal (CAT 1.10 iii 33–36) 

 

Third to Second Person 

El to Kirtu (CAT 1.14 i 38–43; 1.14 ii 7–9) 

 El to divine assembly (CAT 1.16 v 10–25) 
 

36 Cases of first to third person switching can be complicated, because sometimes one 
figure is quoting another. For example, Kirtu’s self-references appear in El’s instructions 
to him (CAT 1.14 iii 38–40; 1.14 iii 48–49, 1.14 vi 22–25; 1.14 vi 33–35). So one could 
ask whether the switch to third person represents El speaking about Kirtu rather than 
quoting him. Yet, this is unlikely since in all the other cases the identities of the addresser 
and addressee are clear. Thus, in CAT 1.18 i 11–14, Anat clearly uses self-references while 
addressing El. When Danel addresses himself, he is alone with the stalks (CAT 1.19 ii 15–
18; it repeats CAT 1.19 ii 22–25). Mot’s self-references in his threat to Baal are obviously 
his own words (CAT 1.5 i 4–8; 1.5 i 31–35; 1.5 ii 3–6). The same can be said for third-to-
first person switches. El’s self-reference occurs in his own statement to Athirat (CAT 1.4 
iv 38–39; 1.4 iv 59–62), as does Baal’s “request” for a temple (CAT 1.3 iv 48–49). 
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Anat to Yaṭpan (CAT 1.18 iv 7; 1.18 iv 16–18, 21–22) 

Danel to stalks (CAT 1.19 ii 15–18) 

  Repeats (CAT 1.19 ii 22–25) 

Paghit to Danel (CAT 1.19 iv 29–31; 1.19 iv 32–35) 

El to Athirat (CAT 1.4 iv 31–38) 

First to Third Person  

El to Kirtu (CAT 1.14 iii 38–40; 1.14 iii 48–49) 

  Repeats with Kirtu to Pabuli (CAT 1.14 vi 22–25, 33–35) 

Anat to El (CAT 1.18 i 11–14) 

Mot to Baal (CAT 1.5 i 4–8; 1.5 ii 3–6) 

  Repeats (CAT 1.5 i 31–35) 

Third to First Person 

Baal to Kothar (CAT 1.3 iv 48–49; 1.4 i 19–22) 

El to Athirat (CAT 1.4 iv 38–39; 1.4 iv 59–62) 

 
Each of these types occurs in the Hebrew Bible. All involve inversions of the first-
third//third-first or second-third//third-second person forms37. In the majority of 
cases, enallage in Ugaritic texts involves an interchange, in either direction, of 
pronouns with personal names and/or epithets. When exchanging second person 
pronouns, the personal names and epithets appear as vocatives (all unmarked) 
and/or appear with imperative verbal forms38. 

V. The Purposes of Enallage in the Ugaritic Epics 

With regard to the function of enallage there is considerable difference in the way 
the various disciplines understand it. Biblical scholars, for the most part, have 
been content to catalogue examples without discussing their functions, labeling 
them only as literary or rhetorical tropes, though some have posited that they can 
have an allusive function or create or collapse the perceived distance between the 

 
37 In neither Ugaritic nor biblical Hebrew do we find cases of first-second//second-first 
enallage, as in Arabic literature, where the device is “utilized as a way for a character to 
express their internal thoughts and feelings to someone or something that is not able to 
respond”. See HAMMOND 2018: online reference, s.v. ʾiltifāt. The example Hammond 
provides depicts the poet first speaking about himself and then in his own voice. To my 
knowledge, we possess no such self-conscious poetic reflection in biblical and Ugaritic 
texts, though perhaps future research will prove this view incorrect. 
38 On the various ways Ugaritic expresses the vocative, see BARANOWSKI 2012. 
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addresser and addressee39. Classicists, working primarily with different forms of 
enallage, have recognised their ability to attract curiosity, engage the listener’s 
mind and provoke reactions40. Islamicists understand enallage as an effective 
means of grabbing and holding the audience’s attention or of encouraging a search 
for various forms of implicature41. They have posited that it can “ensure variety 
and lend discourse a particular vitality” as well as establish intimacy; spotlight 
and specify certain concepts; rebuke; reinforce defamiliarisation; and hyperbolise 
the wonderment of the circumstance in which an addressee finds him/herself42. 
Reference switching in Arabic literature also can emphasise the suddenness of the 
discourse or create a distance between the speaker and addressee that lessens the 
negative impact of the speech’s contents43. I will turn to many of these proposals 
below as I examine the functions of the four types of enallage in the Ugaritic 
corpus. 

V.1. Second to Third Person 

The seven cases that move from second to third person function to underscore the 
suddenness of an event and to distance the addresser from the addressee. 
Sometimes, this distance aids in softening the impact of the speech’s content by 
reducing the negative influence that the topic might create for the subject. This 
type of enallage also can mark important transitional moments in the text. 

These functions are apparent in CAT 1.14 i 38–43 in which El approaches 
Kirtu in a dream (CAT 1.14 i 37). The abrupt switch from second person pronoun 
and vocative to third person forms captures well the precipitateness of the 
nocturnal theophoric experience and serves to distance the god from the dreamer 
immediately after he addresses him by name44. As in Arabic literature, the 
enallage also “exaggerates the wonder of the situation” in which Kirtu finds 
himself45. Furthermore, the distance created between the divine and mortal worlds 
is crucial to the literary portrayal of a dream in which such liminal boundaries are 
blurry at best and dangerous at worst. Indeed, the distance reinforces defamilia-
risation and diminishes any negative impact that the dream contents might have 
for Kirtu46. This is in keeping with ancient Near Eastern depictions of dreams 
generally, which often provoke fear and trepidation47. 

 
39 For a possible allusive function within the context of Deuteronomy, see ARNOLD 2017b: 
32. On the device’s distancing function, see BOKOVOY 2000, who unfortunately offers no 
arguments or evidence to support the claim inherent in the article’s title. 
40 See CONTE 2007: 70–71, 110. 
41 HAMMOND 2018, online reference, s.v. ʾiltifāt; AL-BADANI, et al. 2014. 
42 HATIM – MASON 1997: 95–96; also found in AL-BADANI, et al. 2014: 76. 
43 DURAKOVIĆ 2007: 10; HATIM – MASON 1997: 100. 
44 DE MOOR 1987: 227 n. 16, remarks: “Unintroduced direct oration is a frequent pheno-
menon in the literature of Ugarit”. 
45 In the words of HATIM – MASON 1997: 96. 
46 On enallage as reinforcing defamiliarisation, see DURAKOVIĆ 2007: 12. 
47 See Noegel 2007. 
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El’s command that Kirtu offer a sacrifice to Baal also occurs in the context of 
a dream (CAT 1.14 ii 25–27). The shift to third person again distances the speaker 
from the addressee. However, here the rapid switch severs the list of commands 
leading to the ritual sacrifice from the mundane actions that follow (i.e. leaving 
the sacred area and preparing his militia). It thus functions both as a literary 
transition and as a means of demarcating the sacred act. The linguistic transition 
draws attention to the notion that Kirtu’s military arrangements should not take 
place until after the king has fulfilled his ritual obligations. 

El’s rhetorical third person query to Athirat follows quickly upon his second 
person sexual advance (CAT 1.4 iv 38–39). When she does not reply to his 
unwanted play, but instead proclaims Baal’s kingship and sanctions his desire for 
a temple, El finds himself insulted and perceives her request as unbecoming of his 
royal status: “So am I a slave, Athirat a slave girl? Am I a slave who handles tools, 
or Athirat a servant who molds bricks”? (CAT 1.4 iv 59–62). The third person 
focus on her name, rather than an epithet, in parallelism with his own first person 
pronoun, creates an ironic distance between El’s kingship and servitude and severs 
any intimacy that might have otherwise informed the immediate context. The 
combined passages also produce an inclusio that distinguishes the dialogue from 
the action that follows. In fact, El’s question stands at the end of the column. 

Ilḥu’s move from second to third person also creates a distance, in this case, 
between Ilḥu and his father (CAT 1.16 i 14–23). Since Ilḥu contemplates what he 
perceives to be Kirtu’s imminent death, the distance similarly removes the 
addressee’s referential presence, thereby protecting him from any potential 
harmful effects of the address. With Basil Hatim and Ian Mason, one might say 
that the text opens a “maximal distance” that allows the address to become “non-
threatening”48. When Ilḥu’s thoughts move him to query his father’s divine status, 
his use of Kirtu’s personal name, third person pronouns, and epithets generate a 
distance that distinguishes Kirtu for his special status as a Son of El and the 
Progeny of the Gentle and Holy One49. 

These observations are borne out additionally by Thitmanit’s repetition of 
Ilḥu’s lament. She addresses her father directly in the second person when 
wailing: “Baal’s mountain will weep for you, O father” (CAT 1.16 ii 44), thus 
registering her moving intimacy and close involvement in the mourning process. 
However, her switch to the third person forms an interspace that allows her to 
distinguish her father from other mortals as a Son of El and Progeny of the Gentle 
and Holy One (CAT 1.16 ii 48–49). 

Baal’s enallagic speech to El in CAT 1.17 i 16–21 similarly illustrates some 
of the functions proposed by classicists and Islamicists. The god’s words mark the 
first moment following the climax of Danel’s seven-day ritual. They therefore 
embody a pivotal linguistic moment in the narrative that combines Danel’s request 
for children with Baal’s petition on his behalf. In essence, Baal’s plea to El 
envelopes Danel’s plea. The second person pronoun and vocative cause imme-

 
48 HATIM – MASON 1997: 99. 
49 The epithet Son of El elsewhere refers only to Baal (CAT 1.17 vi 29). See RAHMOUNI 
2007: 88. 
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diate confusion as to where Baal is and to whom he is speaking – is it Danel or 
El? Indeed, the enallage is preceded only by the words wyqrb . bʿl . bḥnth “Baal 
draws near in compassion” (CAT 1.17 i 16), leaving it ambiguous at this juncture 
where Baal’s compassion is directed. As Simon Parker astutely observes: “In light 
of the preceding it would seem that Baal approaches Daniel, but from the 
following it is clear that he approaches El”50. Concerning this form of enallage in 
the Qurʾān, Esad Duraković it “... sometimes 
borders on commutation or transposition of persons”51. With the classicist Gian 
Biagio Conte one also might say that the immediate transition to third person 
pronouns “violates syntactical normality” and thereby kindles one’s curiosity and 
contemplation of the divine scene52. The distance created by the switch serves to 
demarcate the earthly ritual space in which Danel stands from the divine abode in 
which El sits. In the space of a single breath, Baal has crossed from one realm to 
the other merely by switching persons. 

When Anat praises Baal in CAT 1.10 iii 33–36, her enallage is rather unique 
among our examples, because it employs the personal name Baal and one of his 
epithets at first in the vocative (Offspring of Dagan) and then in the third person 
(Rider of the Clouds). Pronouns do not appear. According to Aicha Rahmouni, 
the former epithet emphasises the god’s agricultural fertility, whereas the latter, is 
the only one used of Baal “that specifically refers to his association with the 
storm”53. Fitting here is the observation of Marlé Hammond with regard to the 
device in Arabic literature that “enallage is designed to direct a reader or audience 
member’s attention to the entity being addressed as a means of indicating its 
importance or significance”54. Hatim and Mason’s reflection that the device can 
“underscore and specify certain concepts” is equally useful here55. 

V.2. Third to Second Person 
The seven cases of enallage that switch from third to second person function to 
collapse the distance between addresser and addressee and thus increase their 
intimacy. In Arabic literature, the switch can express “a sudden and unexpected 
change of the speaker’s perspective”56. In Ugaritic texts, this effect also can 
highlight an important transition in the narrative. 

El’s speech to Kirtu, discussed above for its switch from second to third 
person, is followed by yet another switch back to the second person by way of a 
vocative: “Enough of crying, O Kirtu, of weeping, the Pleasant, Lad of El”! (CAT 
1.14 ii 7–9). The two cases of enallage bookend Kirtu’s rejection of El’s apparent 
offer to supply him with wealth and his bitter request for children. The two forms 
of enallage move in opposite directions and yet both focus on the god’s concern 

 
50 Parker 1997: 79 n. 7. 
51 DURAKOVIĆ 2007: 12. 
52 CONTE 2007: 83. 
53 RAHMOUNI 2007: 290. 
54 HAMMOND 2018, online reference, s.v. ʾiltifāt. 
55 HATIM – MASON 1997: 96. 
56 DURAKOVIĆ 2007: 10. 
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for the crying king. As such, they form an inclusio that sets the intervening 
material apart and marks a turning point in the dream narrative. The second case 
of enallage functions to close the gap between god and mortal. It captures El’s 
intimacy with the king and his active interest in his personal affairs. As Hatim and 
Mason observe, increased involvement and intimacy can imply a speaker’s 
politeness towards the addressee57. Indeed, heightening the sense of closeness and 
Baal’s benevolence are Kirtu’s epithets “Pleasant” and “Lad of El”. The former 
reveals Baal’s kind disposition towards Kirtu, while the latter conveys his divine 
support. 

The rapid switch to second person in El’s query to the gods of the assembly 
similarly increases the intimacy of the moment (CAT 1.16 v 10–25). It thus adds 
weight and presence to his ironic command that they stay seated. The change in 
person constitutes the dramatic climax of his seven fruitless queries and signals a 
shift in perspective and transition in the plot for immediately afterwards El takes 
it upon himself to accomplish the task by fashioning a new entity, the “Dispeller 
of Disease” (gršt zbln). 

The purpose of Anat’s use of third-to-second person enallage in her words to 
Yaṭpan (CAT 1.18 iv 7, 16–17) is more difficult to gauge as the context is largely 
broken. Not only does it occur in a fragmentary section of the column, but the end 
of column two and all of column three that precede it are lost. Nevertheless, even 
with the portion that remains it is clear that the switch to the vocative and second 
person lessens the distance between the two figures and thus allows for the 
intimate scene in which Anat draws close to Yaṭpan to turn him into her personal 
assassin58. In fact, she moves from mere talk to physical manipulation when she 
puts him in her sheath like a falcon (CAT 1.18 iv 27–29). Moreover, here too the 
device creates a turning point in the story. It is here when Anat moves from 
expressing a general desire to avenge Aqhat to her hatching a specific plot to 
murder him. 

Intimacy is also enhanced by the switch from third to second person in the 
account of Danel’s ritual involving the stalks (CAT 1.19 ii 15–18). The linguistic 
move focuses greater attention on the stalks and their ability to flourish. They are 
no longer merely plants in his hand, but personalised objects that can be ritually 
manipulated. Moreover, the text shifts one’s perspective. The stalks are no longer 
seen as objects from afar, but through Danel’s eyes. Stressing the importance of the 
ritual and its intimacy is the fact that the passage is repeated (CAT 1.19 ii 22–25). 

The third-to-second person enallage in Paghit’s speech to her father Danel 
operates similarly. On the one hand, it registers the moment when Paghit moves 
from their initial encounter to her specific request that Danel bless her desire to 
avenge her brother’s death (CAT 1.19 iv 29–35). It thus again supplies a narrative 
transition that enables action. On the other hand, the enallage closes the distance 
between daughter and father, thus lending the scene greater intimacy. The close-
ness increases the likelihood that the blessing and empowerment she requests will 
take place. In the words of Hatim and Mason, such enallage can “relay a more 

 
57 HATIM – MASON 1997: 100. 
58 Yaṭpan’s name is fitting to the task as it means “ripper”. See WATSON 1976: 373. 
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supportive attitude and thus establish intimacy by, for example, involving the 
receiver in the communicative act”59. Moreover, the employment of third-to-
second person enallage in this account adds to the known literary parallels that tie 
it to the pericope involving Anat discussed above, which encourage listeners to 
contrast the behavior of the two daughters60. 

El’s address to his wife Athirat employs third-to-second person enallage to like 
effect (CAT 1.4 iv 31–38). The move signals a sudden switch from distance to 
involvement. The shortened distance increases the sense of intimacy between El 
and his wife. Recall that the passage stacks query upon query in such a way as to 
move the figures increasingly closer together. El first asks “Are you very hungry, 
having travel[ed], or are you very thirsty, having jour[neyed]”? (CAT 1.4 iv 33–
34) and then moves to a direct (imperative) invitation for her to eat and drink with 
him. His questions reach a crescendo of intimacy with his euphemistic inquiry 
over whether she has come to have sex with him. The narrative development 
recalls the findings of Hatim and Mason: “Intimacy also influences the other 
factor of register membership, that of physical distance between the addresser and 
the addressees in the narrative (mode)”61. Magnifying the closeness of the setting 
are the epithets that El uses for himself and his wife. “Bull” and “Creatress of the 
Gods” index the gods’ fertility and procreative powers and thus empower the 
sexual charge of the encounter. “Lady Athirat of the Sea” is an honorary title that 
befits her royal status and likely relates to her husband’s abode, which was 
surrounded by fresh water62. That it should appear in El’s mouth perhaps serves 
to remind Athirat of her place at El’s side. At the same time, as with the other 
examples in this group, the enallage in this pericope marks a turning point in the 
narrative. Immediately after El’s sexual innuendo (i.e. the close of the enallage), 
Athirat reveals her support for Baal’s kingship over El and obtains El’s permission 
to build Baal’s temple. 

V.3. First to Third Person 

It is perhaps more surprising to find first person pronouns (invariably singular in 
form) exchanged for personal names and/or epithets. The five Ugaritic examples 
are unique in this regard, but like cases of second-to-third person enallage, they 
leverage distance between the speaker and addressee. However, in these cases the 
switch distances not the addressee, but the speaker. It thus functions as a form of 
self-distancing that places greater emphasis on the name and epithet with which 
he/she is paired. As such it tends to underscore the relationship, role, and/or status 
of the figure in question. It also occurs at important junctures in the narrative. 

For example, the enallage in Kirtu’s dream concludes by focusing on the 
children needed to secure his family line (CAT 1.14 iii 48–49). The first person 

 
59 HATIM – MASON 1997: 96. 
60 On these parallels, see the important study by NATAN-YULZARY 2012: 439–43. 
61 HATIM – MASON 1997: 99. 
62 On these epithets, see RAHMOUNI 2007: 276–77, 281–85, 318–19. 
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pronouns in his request for Lady Huraya resume in the enallage as references to 
his own name and epithet, Servant of El. The device highlights the relevance of 
his name as progenitor of the family and his special status with regard to the chief 
god of the pantheon. In addition, it occurs immediately before Kirtu awakens and 
realises that his entire dialogue with El has been a dream. It thus operates as a 
textual transition. 

Anat’s use of enallage switches from her first person threats to make El’s head 
run with blood to her third person dare to see if Aqhat might save him “from the 
hand of the Maiden Anat” (CAT 1.18 i 11–14). Here again the self-reference 
places significance on the meaning and importance of her epithet; hence it 
concludes her warning. Since the epithet “Maiden” invokes the goddess’s youth 
and femininity63, Anat’s use of it imbues her warning with a sense of irony. It 
underscores for El and the listener that her identity as a young woman in no way 
restricts her ability to wreak violence against the chief god. It also functions in 
accord with Arabic literature in which enallage can function to scold the 
addressee64. As Hatim and Mason inform us: 

 
ideational values such as introspection, haranguing, sermonizing, all have a part to 
play in relaying overall polite or impolite effects. So do factors such as power and 
solidarity and distance and involvement65. 

 
Moreover, the sudden shift grants Anat’s statement a certain power of surprise 
that intensifies the threat. The syntactic violence aptly conveys the content66. 
Since the enallage constitutes her last words before El relents and sanctions her 
vengeance against Aqhat, it also signals a turning point in the story. 

Mot’s menacing invitation to Baal serves a similar function (CAT 1.5 i 4–8; 
1.5 ii 3–6). The distance created between Mot’s direct commination and his third 
person self-references confer special emphasis upon his name and epithets. As 
Rahmouni discusses, the epithets “Divine Mot” and “El’s Beloved, the Hero” 
“express the special, favored relationship between , the head of the Ugaritic 
pantheon and Môtu, the most deadly rival of Baʿlu”67. They therefore present a 
serious challenge to Baal’s claim to kingship and put his desire for a temple in 
check. Moreover, the epithets conclude Mot’s message, which gives them added 
weight. From a literary perspective, they serve to move the narrative forward, 
because once the letter’s contents are conveyed, the messengers set off to deliver 
the missive to Baal. 

 
63 RAHMOUNI 2007: 139–41. 
64 HATIM – MASON 1997: 96. 
65 HATIM – MASON 1997: 100. 
66 The comment of CONTE 2007: 71, on the effect of enallage is apropos: “The violence 
may appear to infringe only on the coherence of the syntax, but in fact it reaches and 
violates the semantic coherence as well: the deviation involves the reader’s senses, 
engaging his/her mind and kindling his/her reactions”. 
67 RAHMOUNI 2007: 196. 
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V.4. Third to First Person 

The opposite enallagic move again exhibits an increase in intimacy that correlates 
to a reduction in distance. However, where the third-to-first form of enallage 
differs is in its self-referentiality. In this type, the switch to first person casts the 
speaker as having a more direct role in the contents of the discourse. This contrasts 
with the previous third person self-reference, which in hindsight appears indirect, 
reticent, demure, and/or euphemistic in nature. 

Each of the two Ugaritic exemplars involves a conversation between deities 
(Baal to Kothar and El to Athirat). In the former, Baal asks the artisan god to build 
him a temple. The third person self-references allow him to couch his request in 
a less direct manner, thus making it sound more like an observation than a petition. 
Bolstering Baal’s lack of presence in the account is the fact that, only after he 
completes his claim and turns to another topic – one that involves giving gifts to 
El’s wife – does he switch to the first person: “On a second subject I would speak 
with you” (CAT 1.4 i 19–20). The enallage thus proceeds from the indirect to the 
direct. Perhaps Baal frames his passive “request” to avoid seeming overly 
aggressive or confrontational before El. Note that nowhere does Baal assert his 
own kingship or even make his request personally to El, unlike Athirat who boldly 
proclaims Baal’s sovereignty to her husband’s face before stating the case for 
building his temple68. Amplifying the indirectness of Baal’s “request” is the 
circuitous path his letter must take. Though his message is addressed to El (CAT 
1.4 i 4–6), it is delivered by messengers first to Kothar and it is not until the news 
reaches Athirat that the petition makes its way to El (CAT 1.4 iv 50–53). From a 
literary perspective, the switch to first person officially concludes the matter 
concerning a temple and pushes the narrative forward to the new topic of making 
gifts for the goddess who will secure his sanctuary. 

The second case of third-to-first person reference switching occurs in El’s 
dialogue with Athirat. I already have discussed the first-to-third person enallage 
that informs El’s sexual overture to his wife. This case of enallage forms an 
inclusio with the third-to-first person switch, which marks the conclusion of their 
dialogue69. In Athirat’s response, she ignores his sexual comment and instead 
shrewdly praises El’s wisdom just before asserting Baal’s lordship (CAT 1.4 iv 
41–44). El’s first person reply represents an about-face from his previous 
questions and portrays him as emotionally defensive: “So am I a slave, Athirat a 
slave girl? Am I a slave who handles tools, or Athirat a servant who moulds 
bricks”? (CAT 1.4 iv 59–62). As with the previous example, the enallage here 
again functions to move the dialogue from the indirect to the direct, in this case, 
from sexual innuendo to the pointed pain of a face-to-face insult. Furthermore, the 
inclusio formed by the enallage constitutes its own literary unit. Thus the story 
transitions immediately afterwards to El’s approval of Baal’s temple.  

 
68 Of course, it is possible that such a claim could have appeared in a now lost section of 
the epic, e.g. in his missive to Mot in CAT 1.4 viii 38–48. 
69 The switch to third person also enables the scribe Ilimilku to integrate a subtle colophon 
that permits us to read hm . yd . ilmlk / yḫssk (CAT 1.4 iv 38–39) as: “Does the hand of 
Ilimilku instruct you?” See Noegel 2021: 112. I thank Corinna Nichols for this observation. 
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VI. Conclusion 

The evidence offered here demonstrates that the Ugaritic bards employed enallage 
with great dexterity and diversity. The twenty-one cases (and four types) found in 
the corpus (first-to-third, second-to-third, third-to-second, and third-to-first per-
son) occur only in direct discourse and possess different literary functions that 
mostly depend on how they create or reduce distance between the speaker and 
addressee. This distance determines the degree to which the texts signal involve-
ment and convey intimacy. Depending on the type employed, the device can also 
possess the following functions: underscore the suddenness of a situation; reduce 
the potential negative harm that a topic might create for the subject; reinforce 
defamiliarisation; scold the addressee; emphasise the indirectness of a discourse; 
kindle curiosity and wonder; serve as a literary parallel; and underscore the 
importance and meaning of names and epithets. Since one can find the device 
serving these same functions in Greek and later Arabic texts, one must posit that 
enallage was recognised by ancient audiences and that it enjoyed a long 
transmission, along with so many other poetic devices, among the erudite scribes 
of the ancient Mediterranean world. On the other hand, unlike Greek and Arabic 
texts, each of the types of Ugaritic enallage occurs at an important narrative 
transition, with some (i.e. third-to-second, first-to-third, and third to first person) 
forming inclusios around dialogue. Future studies will perhaps enlighten us as to 
whether such a function also obtains in other ancient texts. Indeed, I hope that the 
study offered here will permit scholars to assess more formally and comprehen-
sively the functions of the device in biblical Hebrew, a project that remains a 
desideratum70. 

 
70 A brief perusal of the biblical examples I cite above bears this out. In Ps 23:4–5, the 
move from third to second person enhances the intimacy between the speaker and Yahweh 
at the most liminal moment in the prayer, when the psalmist expresses angst while walking 
through the valley of deepest darkness. The shift back to third person (v. 6) again creates 
distance as the climax shifts to a volitive modality. The intimacy expressed by the enallage 
in Song 1:2 serves a more erotic purpose by bringing the beloved closer to her lover. Lam 
3:1 does not involve a personal name or epithet. Nevertheless, it does suggest a certain 
euphemistic distancing of the speaker from the harmful effects of Yahweh’s fury. The 
statement of Joseph’s brothers in Gen 42:10–11 likely depicts conventional decorum that 
distances the speaker from an addressee who has more status and power. We find this 
many times also in letters. Though also not cited in KAUTZSCH 1910, I add that 2 Sam 
7:20–21, in which David refers to himself in the third person by name and as “your 
servant” likewise adopts a position of deference, while also adding weight to the 
importance of his name as Yahweh’s anointed. Finally, the enallage in Lev 2:8 distingu-
ishes the sacred act of bringing the offering to the priest from what precedes it in a way 
similar to what we have seen in the Epic of Kirtu. The line also marks a transition in the 
narrative as it separates the various ways one might prepare a meal offering from the 
actions of the priest who offers it to Yahweh. 
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Finally, I note that at least five cases of enallage in Ugaritic texts suggest that, in 
some situations, it may have had a performative function or sought to depict one71. 
In the pericopes involving Kirtu’s divine dream (CAT 1.14 i 38–43) and his son’s 
contemplation of his father’s death (CAT 1.16 i 14–23), the device distances the 
addressee, thus safeguarding him from any potential harm posed by the address. 
In the former case, it serves to buffer the king from any ill influence of the dream, 
and in the latter, it offers a euphemistic screen to ensure that the king does not 
suffer the fate pondered for him72. The enallage in El’s command to sacrifice 
(CAT 1.14 ii 25–27), which also occurs in the dream, separates sacred time and 
space from more mundane matters. A performative function likely also informs 
the repeated account of Danel and his ritual with the stalks (CAT 1.19 ii 15–18). 
The passage’s use of enallage depicts the illocutionary speech accompanying the 
ritual. In essence, the speech both illustrates and accomplishes the performative 
act. 

Regardless of the diverse purposes that it can serve, I submit that we must now 
add enallage to the list of learned NWS poetic devices known to us primarily from 
later Israelite and other texts. 
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